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The readings today show us that God works through the utterly ordinary to do utterly 

extraordinary things. The Incarnation, surely the most extraordinary act of divine 

intervention in history, unfolds in perfectly ordinary circumstances.  

What’s happening, and the way in which it’s happening, both have something to tell us 

about God’s approach to incarnation. Wonderful, deep truths, cloaked in those perfectly 

ordinary circumstances, await our discovery. Let me tell you a little story about that. As 

you listen, you might decide you want to do something similar yourself. 

My friend George and his wife Maria like to pray with icons. They’ve collected hundreds 

of them from their trips abroad in the days before coronavirus.  A while ago, around this 

time of year, they invited me over to their place to see their Christmas icons. 

“Maria and I use icons to help us focus,” George explained. “We don’t pray to them as if 

they were magical objects. The grace of God comes through prayer, not the icon itself.” 

I agreed that was the correct way to use icons.  

“Look at this one, Tim,” Maria said, showing me an icon of the Annunciation. 

“Everything in it has a special meaning. See the lily? That represents Mary’s purity. The 

dog? Faith. The golden background itself represents the presence of the Holy Spirit.” 

We looked at beautiful icons of the Annunciation, St. Joseph, the Visitation, and the 

Nativity, each one with different meanings hidden in the imagery. 

“These are wonderful,” I said to Maria and George, “thanks for showing them to me.” 

Then I continued with a smile, “but you haven’t shown me my favorite yet.” 

Puzzled, they looked at each other and scanned their icon collection, trying to figure out 

what they might’ve missed. 

“I’m not sure I understand, Tim,” George said. “What would you like us to show you?” 
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“Your baby picture,” I replied. “It’s the one perfectly ordinary icon that everyone has but 

most forget.” 

George stared at me as if I had two heads, but Maria knew immediately what I meant and 

lit up like, well, a Christmas tree. 

“Icons have to be of God, or a saint!” George exclaimed, as Maria burst out laughing. 

“Are you telling me that you’re not a saint, George?” I asked as Maria went off to another 

room to fetch their baby pictures. “Or perhaps that God doesn’t dwell within you?” 

“Well, no,” George replied, “but how can anyone’s baby picture be an icon?” 

“It’s simple, George,” I explained. “You and Maria said that you use icons to focus and 

then allow God’s grace to illuminate you.”  

“What would I be focusing on in a baby picture?” George asked. 

“Incarnation,” I replied. “Your own, and someone else’s, too. Remember when I told you 

about the Jesuit Teilhard de Chardin? He was the one who explained that we’re all 

spiritual beings having a human experience, not human beings having some kind of 

spiritual experience. You and I aren’t God, but we are both spiritual beings who, in our 

own ways, share the experience of incarnation with Jesus. His destiny is infinitely greater 

than ours, but both his incarnation and ours is all about love.” 

Maria came back into the room, with a big smile on her face, holding a picture of George 

as cherubic little baby on a blanket and held it up for us to admire.  

“See, George?” I said, “There’s you at the dawn of your existence on this planet. Look 

closely and let the grace that’s in that moment illuminate you. All you were just then was 

a delightful expression of God’s love. Look at Maria’s picture, too. Your destiny and hers 

was only to love and be loved. These images are from a time before you knew you were a 

boy or a girl, before you knew you were black or white, before you spoke any language, 
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before you had a history or knew much about anybody. Before you were cherished or 

abused, complimented or insulted. Before you were a success or a failure at anything.”  

“You’re looking directly at God’s original intention for you. In that moment, you were 

both all about love, and only about love. Somewhere deep within you, these beautiful 

little people are still around, and always will be.” 

“Everything in this icon has meaning, too, just as Maria explained about your Christmas 

icons. Your smile shows your delight and reflects God’s delight in you. Your tiny bodies 

show your total dependence and vulnerability, exactly as it was shared by Jesus at his 

own birth. This is the closest you’ll ever get, this side of Heaven, to see what incarnation 

looks like at its deepest level. Both of you, like the rest of us, were created in God’s 

image; in the image of love.” 

Maria grinned and said, “In the image of God? We don’t look very almighty, do we?” 

George and I chuckled. Then George said “Maybe ‘almighty’ means something very 

different than what we usually think.” “Perhaps,” Maria and I agreed.  

“You sure don’t look like that anymore, George,” Maria teased. “What happened?” 

“Life, I guess,” George replied. “Both chosen and imposed.” Maria moved their baby 

pictures next to their Nativity icons and said, “You know, George, you’d make a pretty 

good Jesus in any one of these icons.” 

“So would you, Maria,” George agreed. “Jesus is so much more than us but look how 

much we have in common!” 

“Your little baby picture icons are revealing an utterly ordinary yet utterly extraordinary 

truth about incarnation,” I said. “They’re telling you that out of love, God became what 

we are so we could become what God is. The Incarnation’s not about Jesus alone. Like 

the Eucharist, it’s about the life we share with Jesus as we’re being drawn deeper into the 

mystery of Love.”  


